"Voice of Firestone" Kinescope Unaccounted
For After Death of Shirley Tinder Firestone
by Kendall Svengalis

ne of the most coveted, yet elusive,
audio-visual documents ofJussi
Bjorling's vocal artistry has disappeared following the death of Mrs. Shirley
Firestone, wife of the late Russell Firestone
Jr. (December 19, 2013, in Lexington, KY).
Unlike the other three kinescopes ofJussi's
Voice ofFirestone appearances (March 6,
1950; November 20, 1950; November 19,
1951), which have been transferred to DVD
and appear on YouTube, the March 10,
1952 program never
made it to the New
England Conservatory's Idabelle
Firestone Library
following the program's cancellation
in 1963. Thus, it was
unavailable to Video
Artists International
and Kultur for commercial release.
The Voice of
Firestone radio
Kendall Svengalis
program was first
broadcast on NBC
radio on l)ecember 3, 1928. When it first
appeared on television on September 5,
1949, NBC simulcast the show on radio and
TV, one of the first programs to use that
technology. The show was aired on radio
until 1956, and remained on television until
1963. While prestigious, and possessed of
a dedicated following, the program never
garnered more than about 3 million listeners in an era when successful programs
were capable of garnering as many as half
the viewers available in a given time slot.
Low viewership (in mass market terms) led
to the program's permanent cancellation in
May, 1963. With its 35 year run, the show
holds the distinction of being the most successful broadcast of its kind.
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The original impetus for the program
was the wife of Harvey Firestone (18681938), Idabelle Smith Firestone (18741954), herself a composer. Idabelle
married Harvey in 1895, and later tapped
her husband's millions and corporate
advertising interests to sponsor a classical
music program that promoted both great
vocal artistry and the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company. The Voice ofFirestone
also showcased two ofldabelle's own
compositions which became the program's
oft-remembered opening and closing theme
songs: If I Could Tell You (1940) and In My
Garden (1929). The program served as a
vehicle for many of the great vocal artists of
the period, including Bidu Sayao, Richard
Crooks, Rise Stevens, Eleanor Steber, Igor
Gorin, Thomas L. Thomas, Nadine Connor,
Eugene Conley, Dorothy Warenskjold,
Roberta Peters, Robert Merrill, and Jussi
Bjorling. It was tenor Richard Crooks, the
longtime host of the radio broadcasts (1928
to 1945), who recommended Jussi to the
Voice ofFirestone in 1945 when health
problems forced his own retirement
from the program. Jussi's first radio
appearance took place on Nov. 19, 1945.
In 1969, the Firestone Tire and
Rubber Company generously donated
the Voice ofFirestone collection of
records, films and tapes to the New
England Conservatory. The Idabelle
Firestone Audio Library, which was a
gift of the Firestone Tire and Rubber
Company, the Firestone Foundation,
and the late Harvey S. Firestone Jr.
(1898-1973), was built to house the
Voice ofFirestone collection and
to provide listening and viewing
facilities for the Conservatory's students. Harvey's grandson Russell,
Jr. ( 1926-2003), who must have
had an appreciat_io11 of its unique

value, retained possession of the March 1O,
1952 Bjorling kinescope and kept it at his
Lexington, KY home where it was periodically shown to guests on a 16mm sound
projector.
One of those guests was Dr. Joseph
Carozza, a New York City physician who
also maintained a residence in Lexington,
KY and, like Russell Firestone, raised horses. On May 1, 1997, I had the opportunity
to meet Dr. Carozza. It was on the occasion
of the presentation of the biography Jussi
by Anna-Lisa Bjiirling and Andrew Farkas
at the Swedish Consul General's residence
on Park Avenue. During the question and
answer period, I asked Andrew if he had
any knowledge of the missing kinescope of
the March 10, 1952 broadcast. While he did
not, Dr. Carozza, who was sitting in front of
me, and next to Licia Albanese, approached
me at the conclusion of the program and
explained that he had seen the kinescope
in the home of Russell Firestone, Jr., in
Lexington, KY. After several unsuccessful
attempts to contact Russell Firestone, I let
the matter rest.
Several years later, I made contact with
Russell's son, Russell Firestone III, who was
living in Washington, DC and working as a
sports and racing publicist. He informed me
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that his father had just died in Dallas, Texas,
to which he and his fourth wife, the former
Shirley Tinder, had moved. He promised to
search his father's effects for the kinescope,
but the response was negative.
Then, in June, 2011, I made another attempt to locate the program by contracting
Russell's widow, Shirley, prompted by the
upcoming centennial celebration in Sweden. I received no response prior to leaving
for Sweden in late August of that year. A
month after returning, however, I received
a phone call from a Mr. James Clayton, of
Dallas. Mr. Clayton, who lived in the same
apartment complex as Mrs. Firestone, was
delegated by her to make contact with me.
He explained that she had been hospitalized
at the time of my letter and was unable to
respond. He reported, however, that he had
located the kinescopes in a humidor kept in
Mrs. Firestone's apartment, and indicated
that the labels attached to each of the two
15-rninute 16mm reels confirmed that they
contained the musical selections in question
(Nessun dorma, !.:alba separa dalla luce
/'ombra, etc.). I subsequently reported these
findings to the JBS-USA board during our
fall telephone conference call.
My next step was to convince Mrs. Firestone, via Mr. Clayton, to allow him to have
the reels copied at a local video lab in Dallas,
with which I had made arrangements.
These efforts proved unsuccessful, however,
probably because Mrs. Firestone held out
for some·sort of monetary compensation
beyond the $500.00 I initially offered her.
What I did not comprehend at the time was
that Mrs. Firestone was suffering from the
early stages of dementia, a condition which
progressively worsened over the succeeding
two years. In the meantime, Mrs. Firestone
moved back to Lexington, to The Lafayette,
an exclusive senior living complex.
When I learned of her relocation, I
wrote, again, and suggested that my wife,
Ellen, and I would be in the Lexington area
and would like to pay her a visit. When we
arrived, we were greeted by Mrs. Firestone
and her caregiver, Heather, whose uncle was
Mrs. Firestone's lawyer. Heather explained
that she and her uncle had read my letters
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and were in agreement that giving us the
kinescopes was the proper thing to do. I had
explained that, after having them copied for
our Society's purposes, the originals would
be turned over to the New England Conservatory where they rightfully belonged.
It was clear that Mrs. Firestone had little
cognizance of our discussions.
Our hearts quickened when Heather
brought out a humidor for our inspection.
Unfortunately, although it contained, inexplicably, a half dozen 8mm films of other
Firestone broadcasts in cardboard containers, the I6mm kinescopes of the March l 0,
1952 program were not among them. Before
we left, Heather promised to search Mrs.
Firestone's storage locker (which contained
an estimated 300 boxes) and look for
them. We offered to increase our monetary
payment (unspecified) and compensate
Heather for her efforts. Since we would be
in Bloomington, Indiana on a research trip,
we offered to return lo Lexington and pick
up the kinescopes, if found. We did not hear
from Heather, however.
Learning from Dan Shea in January,
2014 that Mrs. Firestone had died, I, again,
made contact with Heather. She indicated
that the search of Mrs. Firestone's effects
had proven unsuccessful, but that she would
transfer the contents of the humidor to the
New England Conservatory.
In preparation for this report, I spoke,
again, to James Clayton in Dallas. He
confirmed for me that the kinescopes were,
indeed, on 16mm reels and in a humidor.
He also confirmed his initial report that the
songs listed in my June 2011 letter were the
same as those on the labels attached to the
reels. He also intimated, however, that Mrs.
Firestone may have been the victim of one
or more caregivers while she was in Dallas
who may have absconded with items of her
property. While it is unlikely that one of
them would have appreciated the significance of the two kinescope reels, apart from
the other reels, nothing else can explain
their disappearance from the humidor, of
which Mr. Clayton indicated there was only
one. Mrs. Firestone's heirs, a sister and two
nieces, none of~:l.om are Firestone family
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members, told Heather to dispose of much
of her property, save obviously valuable art
works, etc. They had no interest in the 8mm
films, which Heather promised to ship to
the New England Conservatory.
Will the March 10, 1952 kinescopes
ever resurface? One can only speculate
that the person who removed them from
Mrs. Firestone's apartment- if that's what
happened- might have some sense of their
possible value and attempt to sell them, or
put them on eBay. We do know that they
were in her apartment in Dallas in the fall of
2011, and disappeared sometime between
that time and her death in December, 2013.
Having expended considerable time and
effort on their recovery, I can only hope that
they will resurface and be made available to
subsequent generations as a living record of
Jussi's supreme artistry.

Kendall Svengalis has served as JBS-USA
Vice-President since 2002. He is the retired
RI State Law Librarian, and is currently
president ofNew England LawPress/
Dune/and Press. A Bjorlingfan since
his teens, he is the author of the Legal
Information Buyer's Guide & Reference
Manual, now in its I8th edition, and
Gary, Indiana: A Centennial Celebration .
He recently published Conspiracy on the
Housatonic, an illustrated SAT vocabularybuilding novel set in 1942 Stratford, CT
which is loosely based on his wife, Ellen, and
the Swedish-American community in which
she grew up. Not surprisingly, Jussi is woven
into the storyline.

Editor's note: The audio for this program
is available at http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vrdx6QpH0GA, thanks to Britain's
Danny Sharples, whose YouTube moniker is
TauberfanLehar2, but who's as much a Jussi
fan as a Tauberite. Additionally, thanks to
a gift from the UK's Professor Tim Lockley,
JBS-USA has the JB material from this
broadcast in prime sound. It was a very
good night for Jussi; the "Nessun dorma" is
one of his best.

